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1 Nature of the Problems Studied

The work reviewed here is centered around the tools and results of probability theory that contribute to the theory of algorithms, especially the theory of combinatorial optimization. The reviewed consists of sixteen articles and three Ph.d. theses. All of this work was supported in part by ARO Grant DAAL03-91-G-0110 during the period of May 1991 to October 1993, including the optional third year; so the present report necessarily overlaps with the report filed in October 1992 that covered the first two years of the grant.

2 Summary of Major Contributions

The Objective Method. Probably the best of the work that was initiated with the assistance of this grant is represented by the article "Asymptotics of Euclidean Minimal Spanning Trees on Random Samples," written with David Aldous and published in Probability and Related Fields.

This article resolved an interesting conjecture of R. Bland's that the sum of the squares of the edges of the minimal spanning tree of a random sample from the unit square converges to a constant as the sample size goes to infinity. Although it is reinforcing to have resolved Bland's conjecture, the main contribution of the article is to provide a compelling example of the "objective method" whereby one obtains limit results by constructing an "infinite analog of the object of interest." The justification that one has the right infinite analog then requires showing that the proposed candidate provides concrete insight into the large sample behavior of the original finite problem. In the problem addressed with Aldous, both parts of the program were brought to a satisfying conclusion.

This is a rich method that continues to make contributions to other problems. Aldous and I have found several additional examples of the method that show its potential and that show that the method deserves to be distinguished from the methods of weak convergence, or invariance principles. Naturally, there are links between the theory of weak convergence and the "objective method," but there are also distinctions that merit being preserved. Among these distinctions, the most important is probably that the objective method usually requires that one invent some infinite object, while in the theory of weak convergence one focuses more on the finite objects and then identifies the limit under suitable growth conditions and with respect to a suitable metric.
Since the publication of the article with Aldous, there have been several important contributions to the MST problem. First, the central limit theorem conjectured in Aldous and Steele (1992) has been proved by K. Alexander (1995), and subsequent to that work, Kesten and Lee (1994) proved a CLT for the minimal spanning tree with power weighted edges in all dimensions. The method of Alexander was closely involved with an earlier method of D. Ramey and called upon the methods of percolation theory, but the apparently more powerful method of Kesten and Lee is closer to martingale methods.

**Symbolic Methods and Itô Calculus.** The article “Applications of Mathematica to Stochastic Calculus” written with R. Stine reports on an implementation of the basic formalism that arises when one implements tools for the stochastic calculus and Itô’s formula in the Mathematica platform. The resulting tools greatly shorten many of the routine calculations of the stochastic calculus.

The first report on this software development was given in the *Proceedings of the ASA Section on Computational Statistics*, but a much expanded and more polished version “Mathematica and Diffusions” was written for *Economic and Financial Modeling with Mathematica* published in 1994 by Springer-Verlag (Hal Varian, editor). The *Mathematica* code developed in these articles is distributed on disk with the Springer-Verlag volume.

**Probability and Algorithms: A Panel Report.** The National Academy of Sciences has published “Probability and Algorithms: A Panel Report,” and the report was also reprinted in February of 1993 as a special issue of *Statistical Science*. I served as the chairman of this panel and contributed to the report’s development in project conception, panel selection, project organization, and final editing. David Aldous and I wrote the introduction to the report; and, in addition to writing a chapter that addresses problems in Euclidean Combinatorial Optimization, I wrote the concluding chapter.

**Equidistribution and other Worst Case Problems.** The article “A priori Bounds for the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem,” written with T. L. Snyder continues one of my basic lines of research: the development of inequalities for heuristics for NP-hard problems. This article was presented as an invited paper at the *Eighth Symposium in Computational Geometry* in Berlin in June 1992. The article was subsequently extended and refined
for publication and the article is scheduled to appear in *SIAM J. Discrete Math.*

**Spacefilling Curve Heuristic.** The spacefilling curve heuristic is a method for studying problems of combinatorial optimization for points in the plane where one begins by transforming the planar points into points on the line by means of an inverse to continuous spacefilling curve. The method was explored extensively in the Princeton University thesis of Jun Gao that was supported by this grant, and two articles that engage the spacefilling curve heuristic have been published with the support of this grant.

**Other Results.** The other contributions reviewed below are more specialized.

1. The article “Convex Hulls of Random Walks” which was also written with T. Snyder was published in the *Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society.* The main point of the article is to provide an exact formulae for the length of the convex hull of \( \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\} \) where \( S_k = X_1 + X_2 + \cdots + X_k \) and the \( X_i \) are i.i.d. with values in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \).

   The results are surprisingly simple and they offer an engaging instance of combinatorial and geometric methods coming together in succinct and definitive results. The work was motivated by earlier contributions by Spitzer and Baxter.

2. The article “Transient Behavior of Coverage Processes” written with S. Browne responded to a target of opportunity. The problem that we solved is that of determining the distribution of the clump size in a coverage process where the first interval in any clump has a distribution that differs from that of the subsequent intervals. The distributional question comes up in a variety of contexts including storage problems, scheduling problems, and queuing problems where the first service of any busy period has an exceptional service length distribution. The article has been accepted by the *Journal of Applied Probability.*

3. The article “Probabilistic Networks and Network Algorithms” with T.L. Snyder is scheduled to appear as part of the North-Holland Series *Handbook of Operations Research.* The article has both expository and research components. In particular it aims to provide a basic
 grounding suitable for a researcher who would wish to obtain a state-
of-the-art view of probabilistic network theory.

3 Research Articles Supported by this Grant


4 Participating Scientific Personnel and Advance Degrees Earned

1. J. Michael Steele (Principal Investigator)

2. J. Gao. Mr. Gao was supported under this grant for two years of his graduate work at Princeton University. Mr. Gao completed his Princeton Ph.D in September, 1992, and his dissertation "Analysis of
Two Heuristic Methods for the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem” has been communicated to the ARO Library. Two articles related to this thesis have been discussed above.

3. Moshe Fridman. Mr. Fridman completed his University of Pennsylvania Ph.d. in 1993 with a thesis “Hidden Markov Model Regression” which has been transmitted to the ARO Library.

4. Nanda Piersma. Ms. Piersma completed her University of Tilburg Doctoral degree in 1993. She received partial support from this grant when she visited the University of Pennsylvania for two prior summers and part of the 1991-92 academic year.

5. Claude Athaide. Mr. Athaide began his thesis work under my direction, and during my leave last year at the IMA at the University of Minnesota Mr. Athaide completed his work with Robert Stine. His thesis “Likelihood Evaluation and State Space Estimation for Non-linear State Space Models” has been communicated to the ARO Library.
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